A suitably weighted Index: Tree such as a B-tree or a Suff'1X Tree can be easily adapted to store. for a given string % and foro. all substrings w of ·--:-------z-;-tbe-numoer of-distinct-mst.aoces oPwwong z-:-Thest.orage nee-dei::l----is seen to be linear in the length of %: moreover, the whole statistics can itself be derived in linear time. off-line of a RAM., .
If the substring w has Dontrivial periods. however. the number of distinct instances might diller from that of distinct nonoveTlapping occurrences along x. It is shown here that O(n log n) storage units -n standing for the length of x -are sufficient to organize this second kindof statistics. in such a way that the maximum number of nonoverlapping instances for arbitrary w. along x can be retrieved in a number of character comparisons not exceeding the length of w. cx... {J, 7. 1J , JJ..V are Greek. lower case alpha. beta, gamma.., theta. mu, nu.
IN is a special upper case 'N' used to denote the cardinality of the set of the. integers._ A = is 'mathematical equal' with a superimposed triangle; this is used. to denote 'equal by definition '. o is a small square used to mark the. end of proofs:
E: is the 'member of' sign and should not be confused with E. If the substring w has nontrivial periods. however/·the number of distinct instances might differ from that of distinct nonoverlapping occurrences along :r;. It is shown here that O(n log n) storage units -n standing for the length of x -are sufficient to organize this second kind of statistics. in such a way that the maximum number of nonoverlapping instances for arbitrary w along x can be retrieved in a number of character comparisons not exceeding the length of w.
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This work is devoted to the study of two' partiQuLar weighted vocabularies.
Namely T:: that for any substring w of x whose locus is a, the number of distinct occurrences of w in x (the number of equivalent factors associated with w) is equal to the number of leaves of the subtree of T:: rooted at cx. In. addition, the labels of the leaves of this subtree completely identify the positions of the first symbols of all factors whose substrings are identical to w.
Once T= is used to store ' V:: , the set of weights C 1 can be readily computed and stored into the tree itself in a straigbtfonV"ard way: indeed, it will sullice to visit the tree in post-order while evaluating the locally defined function that The organization of (V:z;. C 2 ) along the same lines is not so easy. In fact, it is not obvious that the original O(n) nodes in T= shall sufiice in general to carry all
• To evoid unnecesse.ry burden in notations we tri!l. II!ake no distinction, h~e and hereclter, bctween oriGbcl tees nnd their weighted ver:rio:IS. 
Proof:
•.el)
• (2) Assume by contradiction tha.t T: and T z are both mjnirnal A8T's -----------j ' f o r -: -.-Sinc·e~th-e-wi-de·rlyirig-sutfiX-t.rees mustOelaent~lli"'_"'n-~ they must ditl'er in the nodes of degree 1. . Let al be one such node ... (1) ... (2) in, say, T: • with no homologous node in T: and let 11 = W(a.l) be
• (1) the string in~whose locus-is al" 'By the·mjnjmalit. 
MINIMAL AUGJIlliNTED SUFFIX TREES
In this section, we will show that O(nlog n) storage suffices to store the minimal AST T~associated with any given string-z of length n.
In order to derive this property of T~. however. some definitions and background results are to be reviewed. 
Proof:
To prove the claim. we make use of the following well-knownperiaci-
temlIl"'---------- '.
-. -):;j A. Construction of the Sufiix.Tree T:;: for input string z.
B.
Detection of all repetitions in x 'with consequent introduction, in T:. of an au."Ciliary node a. any tUne there happens to be a factor of x in the form v 2 and v has no proper locus in the tree.
each auxiliary node whose weight is found to be identical to that of its (unique) son. We shall see in Section 7 how this process can be modified so as to insert additional nodes on-the~fty from a son to a father node, whenever needed. However, the discussion of step C requires some preliminary considerations on the actual computation of C2~values associated with internal nodes of T:. The above discussion. makes it natural to organize the C:z weighting process of the tree as a new bottom-up computation on sorted lists of leaves: the merging at node ct of the sorted lists of its offsprings can also be used to construct the compact W(a}-tagging of x. 10 addition, steps (B) and (C) above could be easily combined into a unique bottom-up computation.
In any case, the weighting of internal nodes appears to be the most timeconsuming operation, as it may require ' 19-(71. 2 ) steps in the worst case. In order to improve over such a performance. we have to study more in depth the struclure and evolution of compact taggings.
RUNS, CHUNIlli AND NECKLACES
Let Sea) be the ordered sequence of leaves in the·subtree of T:: rooted at vertex: a, and let i and j be two elements of S(a), with i <j. Segment i is the factor rI(a) starting at i. Segments i and j are said to overlap ii j -i < I rI(a) I. With reference to that ligure, let W(a) = abc_ abc ab. Then leaves 0.3.6, and 9 are in the subtree of T= rooted at ct. Clearly. segment 6 and segment 0 overlap, although they are not consecutive. In addition. leaf 3 is the origin for 6 and the detector for Q.
It will be necessary to consider sequences of overlapping-segments. To this end..
. we introduce the notion of "runs" of segments (a~a) as follows: Segments i 1 and is are called. respectively, the head and the tail of the run.
The spa.n of the run is the interval which is the union of the segments in the run.
Within a run we single out the following important subsequence of segments:
A necklace is a maximal subsequence of segments in EI. run such that only consecutive segments overlap.
Necklaces are extracted from a run by means of a simple scan of it. The input run is described as a doubly-connected list with pointers SUCC and FRED and terminal item I« (in addition. the dummy predecessor of the first segment is supposed to be nonoverlapping with it while s ¢: .. do (j the scan continues f) 
12.
s~SUee [,,] end end.
The action of the algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 5 . where string segments are schematically shown as straight line segments and numbered consecutively The two necklaces extracted from the run.of F"J..g. 5.
For ease of reference, it will be convenient. to consider. each necklace as an Notice that a' given run may contain more than one chunk. as indicated in the exampie of Fig. 7 .
. 
FigtIrc 7 A run may contain more than one chunk.
As shown in this e:<::ample, two consecutive chun.ks in the SUIIle run may overlap.
However, this overlap is bounded as prescribed by the follOWing lemma: Assuming that two consecutive chunks"at a overlap on more than p -1 positions generates a contradiction.
Letting u be the root of Wea). this means that there are words w and 1J such that it is u =wv =vw (see Fig. 8 
We concLude this section with the .following simple-observation. For each ,-;.
-:---"----_..
• > ..' '"<c''''' '~-I
. I -fool -----1,...---1..;.. .1-1'-'----II "="""-=AA.. Figure 9 The effect of the contraction of segments in a necklace.
Scanning the segments of ' 11 from left to right, we see that. after the contraction of each of the first two segments of ' 11. we have Ce";;;; C 2 ';;;; 3. Hoy{ever. the contraction of. segment i cleaves segment j, which was formerly a slave segment of 7]. In this particular example, the parity switching of all segments to the right of j brings the rightmost segment of 7] into the PI (v)-tagging of %. whence C 2 ";;;; C 2 '+1;;;;4.
Lemma 5:
C2" ;;;; C 2 '+ 1 if and only if j is a slave in 7] and 7]2 is an odd necklace.
PrOOf:
If j is a master segment of 7] then the contraction of the (Slave) segment i has no effect on the tagging and. obviously, C 2 ";;;; C 2 '. If j is a slave in 7], and 712 is an even necldace. then exchanging the role of master and slave leaves in 7]n712 will not augment the tagging since there are as many slaves in 112 as there are masters. On
